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Keynote and Speaker Lineup Announced for the
2014 High Horsepower (HHP) Summit
Natural gas industry leaders, all major engine manufacturers, fuel suppliers,
and early adopters are set to take the stage at North America’s leading high horsepower show
SANTA MONICA, Calif.—August 21, 2014—Gladstein, Neandross & Associates (GNA), organizers
of the 2014 High Horsepower (HHP) Summit, today announced the keynote and full speaker lineup for
the third annual conference and expo, taking place October 7 – 9 at the Ernest N. Morial Convention
Center in New Orleans. Drawing nearly 2,000 attendees, HHP Summit is North America’s largest event
focusing on the benefits of natural gas for marine, mining, rail, drilling, pressure pumping, remote power
generation and off pipeline industrial applications, and other high horsepower operations.
“With hundreds of millions of dollars being invested in HHP natural gas deployment projects
throughout North America, we are seeing some real and tangible deployments in an array of
horsepower operations,” said GNA CEO Erik Neandross. “GNA is excited to bring together a solid lineup
of global high horsepower industry innovators to highlight this growing momentum and to provide
attendees with an understanding of how to develop and implement their own natural gas projects. By
hearing case studies firsthand from early adopters the key steps to success, understanding available
engine technologies and fueling solutions directly from industry-leading manufacturers, and learning
how to navigate the regulatory environment, attendees can gain the essential tools to inform their own
natural gas HHP strategy.”
Keynote presentations will be provided by executives from Caterpillar and GE Distributed Power,
two of the largest global machine and engine manufacturers that are leading the advancement of gaspowered engines. Tana Utley, vice president of Caterpillar’s large power systems division, will deliver
the opening keynote address on Tuesday, October 7. Lorraine Bolsinger, president and CEO of GE
Distributed Power, will deliver the keynote address on Wednesday, October 8. Speaking to this global
phenomenon, Utley and Bolsinger will provide a pulse on the current and future reality of natural gas
fueling for the off-road transportation market.
The North American shale gas boom continues to present these high-fuel-consumption sectors
with the opportunity to significantly reduce fuel costs, improve environmental performance, and comply
with important air quality regulations. Attendees will be able to gain an inside perspective on the
conversion process, technology and fueling solutions, regulatory compliance process, net cost savings,
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and more. End-user case studies will be presented by Harvey Gulf, VanEnkevort Tug & Barge, SEACOR
Holdings Inc., Crowley Maritime Corporation, Becker Marine Systems, Nabors Completion & Production
service Company, CSX, Antero Resources, Southwestern Energy, Hawaii Gas, Noble Energy, Norfolk
Southern, among many others. View the agenda.
Additional featured 2014 HHP Summit speakers include:
 Marty Durbin, President and Chief Executive Officer, America's Natural Gas Alliance
 Eddie Green, General Manager, Shell LNG for Transport
 Joel Feucht, General Manager of Gas Engines, Caterpillar
 Peter Keller, Executive Vice President, Totem Ocean Trailer Express
 Sam Thomas, Chairman, Chief Executive Officer and President, Chart Industries
 Peter Tumminello, Executive Vice President, AGL Resources; President, Sequent Energy
Management
 Chad Verret, Executive Vice President Alaska & LNG Operations, Harvey Gulf
In addition, HHP Summit will feature engine and fueling solution breakout sessions, technical
workshops, hosted networking events, and a massive expo hall floor showcasing natural gas off-road
equipment, engines, fueling solutions and technology for heavy-duty HHP applications.

To learn more about the HHP Summit program, visit www.hhpsummit.com.
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